A three-dimensional grid-drawing of a graph represents the vertices by distinct points in Z 3 (called grid-points), and represents each edge as a polyline between its endpoints with bends (if any) also at gridpoints, such that distinct edges only intersect at common endpoints, and each edge only intersects a vertex that is an endpoint of that edge. This topic has been previously studied in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . We focus on the problem of producing such a drawing, where the vertices are fixed at given grid-points. This variant has been previously studied in [5, 6] 
gridpoints, such that distinct edges only intersect at common endpoints, and each edge only intersects a vertex that is an endpoint of that edge. This topic has been previously studied in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . We focus on the problem of producing such a drawing, where the vertices are fixed at given grid-points. This variant has been previously studied in [5, 6] . Meijer and Wismath [5] We prove the same result with one bend per edge. The volume of a three-dimensional grid-drawing is the number of grid points in a minimum axisaligned box that contains the drawing. Meijer and Wismath [5] 1 produced by Theorem 1 to be "unconstrained", although they did provide volume bounds for a different result with the vertices in the plane. Meijer and Wismath [5] state that "the general 3D point-set embeddability problem in which the specified point-set is not constrained to a plane remains as an interesting open problem if the volume must be constrained." We now show that the drawings produced by Theorem 2 have constrained volume. In fact, in a certain sense the volume is optimal.
Say the initial vertex set is contained in an X × Y × Z bounding box, without loss of generality, We now show that in a special case, this volume bound is best possible. Say G = K n with the vertices at (1, 0, 0), . . . , (n, 0, 0). Using the above notation, X = n and Y = 1 and Z = 1. The above volume upper bound is (X + 2)(Y + 2) max{Z, n + 4m} O(n 3 ). Morin and Wood [6] proved that every 1-bend drawing of an n-vertex graph G with vertices fixed on a line has volume at least kn/2
where k is the cutwidth of G. The cutwidth of K n equals ⌊n 2 /4⌋. Thus the volume of any 1-bend drawing of K n , with these vertex locations, is at least n 3 /8, which is within a constant factor of the above volume upper bound.
